A Child’s War

Science Vocabulary
Filter– A device which removes something from whatever passes through it.
Light source- Artificial or natural object which provides its own source of light.
Opaque– a material which doesn’t let light through
Periscope– an instrument to view objects which are above the line of direct
sight without being seen.

Science– Light
The Blitz, during World War II, meant a blackout throughout the
country. When the air raid sirens rang, houses were plunged into
darkness. Search lights filled the sky hunting for their targets.

Reflect– When light bounces off an objection
Reflection- When light from an object is reflected by a surface, it changes direction

Shadow– created when an object blocks the path of light
Spectrum– the frequency of wavelengths for which we can see light.
Translucent- a material which allows light to pass through but you cannot easily see through it.
Transparent– a material which allows light to pass through and you can see
through it

History Vocabulary
Air raid- An enemy attack from the air
Blackout– The reduction of outdoor light at eye to make it harder for enemy
aircrafts to see and bomb populated areas
Blitz– intensive and sudden Natzi German air raid attacks.
Civilian– A person who is not in the police or armed forces

Light– What you need to know!


Light travels in straight lines.



Objects can only be seen because they give out light or reflect light into the eye.



Darkness is the absence of light.



Shadows occur when light is blocked. They are the same
shape as the objects which casts them. Their size depends
on the distance between the light source and the object.



Our pupils change size depending on the amount of light
available in order to control how much light enters the eye.



The spectrum occurs when white light is split.



Periscopes use mirrors to reflect light allowing us to see
around objects.

Evacuation- Children living in big cities and towns temporarily being moved from
their homes to places considered safer.

Evacuee– A child/ vulnerable adult who has been evacuated.
Invade– To enter or occupy and country by force
Nazi– A follower of Adolf Hitler.
Propaganda– Biased news, media and communication used to influence people’s opinions

Rationing- The limited supply of food, clothes and other goods to prevent shortages.

